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ABSTRACT 

Potential induced degradation could considerably decrease the performance of photovoltaic 

systems which operate at high DC voltages. Nonetheless, methodologies for dealing with it in field 

are not clearly yet defined. This work explains the kinetics of this phenomenon in the field and 

presents an assessment of its occurrence, detection and prediction in real PV installations. 

Measurements of the instantaneous operating voltages of the photovoltaic module as a 

verification routine and predictive maintenance is proposed here as a reasonable and most 

accurate way of analyzing the actual power losses of the photovoltaic system related to this kind 

of degradation, as well as detecting and predicting it. Potential induced degradation prevention 

and recovery have also been carried out by the application of reverse voltage during the night, 

showing the validity of this technique. A literature review for the PID dynamics of different kinds 

of photovoltaic cell technologies and development of PID test methodologies and standards is also 

presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Potential Induced Degradation (PID) refers to a loss in the PV module efficiency caused by the high 

potential (voltage to ground) the solar cells are subjected to during their normal operation [1]. In 

PV arrays consisting of strings of several series-connected modules, the module potential depends 

on the grounding configuration of the array (floating or grounded on one terminal or in the 

center), the inverter switching topology and the position of the module. Whatever the case, the 

potential is maximum at the terminals (poles) of the string. 
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The potential gives rise to leakage currents (LC) that flow to earth from the cells through the 

module insulation, package, frame grounding points and mechanical support. In turn, the LC leads 

to the accumulation of a charge trapped on the active layer. Cells with a positive potential are 

affected by a negative charge, which is mainly made up of electrons; while cells with a negative 

potential are affected by a positive charge, which is mainly made up of Na+ ions –for standard p-

based cells– always present on the soda-lime glass front cover of the module [2], [3] and the 

composition of the anti-reflective coating (ARC). This is exactly the case in standard c-Si modules 

located at the negative pole of floating voltage arrays, which predominates in current PV-plant 

market. These ions, helped by a particular kind of crystallographic defect known as stacking faults 

(SF), are able to shunt the p-n junction of the cell that has been subject to PID formation. The 

process is particularly significant in the early morning when the front glass is covered with dew, 

which increases the conductivity of the LC path. Later, irradiance makes dew evaporate, thus 

decreasing conductivity and causing the ions to recover their equilibrium positions. So PID 

recovery takes place aided by the increase in temperature and irradiance. The final in-the-field 

occurrence of PID depends on the balance between PID formation and recovery forces, which 

depends not only on the characteristics of the PV module but also on the climatic conditions of the 

location. 

Current PID-related test standards address the PID formation but not the PID recovery processes, 

so modules that have failed in these tests might not necessarily develop PID in the field. Hence the 

occurrence of PID in the field is an open question as is the need to implement counteractive 

measures (PV system grounding or/and reverse polarization during the night). An appealing 

possibility consists of being diligent with periodic predictive maintenance. “c-Si PID degradation is 

generally reversible and actions can be taken post-operation. It usually makes more economic 

sense to use yearly maintenance measurements to detect the existence or absence of PID and then 

take action only if necessary” [4]. This opinion is in agreement with our experience. Although 

feasible PID detection means that routine maintenance practices are necessary, implementing the 

surveillance allows the PID to be detected early and, if necessary, to adopt appropriate measures 

before irreversible degradation sets in, due to electrochemical corrosion, takes place. 

Our work only focuses on early PID detection for c-Si conventional modules because this 

technology dominates the PV market with around 90% share worldwide [5]-[8]. Different 

alternatives for in-the-field PID observation in real PV plants were analyzed and it was found that 

the contrast between the instantaneous operating voltages of the modules at the extremes of the 

string (positive and negative poles) is more representative to detect PID than other electrical 

parameters. The procedure is easy to implement in standard predictive maintenance and routine 

monitoring procedures and it allows not only the detection of PID but also the observation of PID 

time evolution which provides a way of anticipating the occurrence of PID. The trick is to install 

module specimens with previous artificially induced PID at the negative pole of a representative 

number of PV strings. Then, the improvement in PID on these modules (that is, the instantaneous 

operating voltage of the modules concerned increases) is interpreted as the mechanisms of PID 

recovery dominating those related to PID formation under the specific climatic conditions of the 
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location and, consequently, the occurrence of future PID is excluded. The opposite is also true: a 

worsening PID indicated by a progressive decrease in the instantaneous operating voltage is taken 

as a sign that PID is likely to occur. 

 

2. PID REVIEW 

Potential was identified as a stress factor in 1978 for inclusion in the qualification tests by the Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory [9]. However, a test for measuring the durability of the continuous system 

bias was not included in the qualification standards at that time as it was deemed too stressful 

[10]. Degradation mechanisms resulting from the stress exerted by system bias voltage depends 

on the particular module technology. Electrochemical corrosion of transparent conductive oxide 

(TCO) related to negative potential was described in 1989 [11]. It is associated with Na+ migration 

and the presence of moisture (from the extremities of the modules) accelerated as the trapped 

water vapor increases the electrical conductivity and the LC [3]. In order to avoid this 

phenomenon, thin-film manufacturers normally produce unframed modules to maximize the 

resistance of the LC path between the cells and the ground. Furthermore, manufacturers are very 

likely to require the grounding of the negative terminal of the PV arrays to fully avoid negative 

potential in the cells. 

Another degradation mechanism, this time associated to positive potential, is the surface 

polarization effect that affects c-Si interdigitated back-contact solar cells (IBC). First described in 

2005 [12], this effect consists of the accumulation of negative charge on the surface of the ARC 

which attracts positively charged light-generated holes to the front where they recombine with n-

type silicon electrons. In other words, this effect increases the surface-recombination rate. 

Interestingly, the surface polarization effect is found to be reversible and it is avoidable by 

grounding the positive terminal of the PV arrays, which imposes negative potential to all the cells. 

Later studies into PID in IBC cells have confirmed the relation between this process and the 

increased surface recombination, which is attributed to a degradation of the front passivation 

layer due to ion drift induced damage of the dielectric/Si interface [13]. 

The term “PID” was introduced in 2010 [14] in a paper dealing with the degradation observed in 

standard –front and rear contact– p-type c-Si technology. Degradation appears to be associated 

with negative potential which give rise to cell shunting since both the shunt resistance and the fill 

factor decrease, which speculatively suggested the incorporation of deleterious ions in the active 

layer of the cell [15]. That was later confirmed when observing, first, that cell-shunted regions 

show an accumulation of Na+ and other alkali metals on the surface and within the SiNx ARC layer 

[16], [17] and, second, that shunts are also correlated with a kind of crystallographic defect called 

Stacking Faults (SF) which provide diffusion channels for Na+ across the p-n junction [18], [19]. The 

experimental findings were later corroborated and explained through computational simulations 

[20]: it is energetically favorable for Na+ to segregate at the SF. Although a large electrical potential 

is required to transport Na atoms from the source (which could be the front cover glass or the SiNx 
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ARC) to the SiNx/SiOx/Si interface, they then spontaneously diffuse into the SF creating an 

electrically conductive 2D layer and causing p-n junction short-circuiting inside the PV cell. 

PID has also been detected in standard n-type c-Si technology and it is suspected that the effect in 

this case is not brought about by Na+ diffusion, as in p-type solar cells, but by positive charges –

mostly K+ centers– trapped in the SiNx layer. The trapped charges lead to an increasing 

concentration of the minority carrier in the p-layer which consequently increases the charge 

recombination rate on the surface [21]. 

In common with the occurrence of PID in p-type and n-type PV cells is that both effects, Na+ 

diffusion and K+ center trapping, are reversible and avoidable by grounding the negative terminal 

of the PV arrays, which automatically imposes positive potential on all of the cells. A 

comprehensive review of the underlying mechanisms of PID has recently been published [1]. 

PID due to shunting and/or polarization can be reversed by the natural tendency of the dislocated 

ions to recover their equilibrium positions once the LC causing the PID ceases. This natural 

tendency can be observed when a degraded PV module is stored at room temperature and in the 

dark as PSTC recovers slightly over time. This recovery can be accelerated by heat since it increases 

the mobility of the ion [14], [22], [23]; as does exposure to sunlight, which is probably related to 

the increase in ARC conductivity during illumination [24]. 

 

2.1. Kinetic of the PID in the field. 

As regards the field, floating PV arrays are usually preferred in comparison to grounded ones for 

reasons of electrical safety: floating PV arrays are intrinsically safe should there be a first ground-

fault because the corresponding default current is strongly limited by the isolation resistance of 

the PV array. Moreover, floating PV arrays minimize the system voltage to ground and can be 

connected to the distribution grid by means of transformerless inverters, which is why most 

standard (front and back contact) c-Si technology PV arrays are just floating ones. Furthermore, PV 

module frames are always grounded as protection against indirect contacts and lightning. 

PID proceeds as a dynamic process in these standard c-Si floating PV arrays, somewhat as a trial of 

strength between PID formation and PID recovery: LC between cells at negative potential and 

ground, causing the displacement of positive ions, depends on the voltage applied and the 

resistance of the path between the affected cells and the grounded frame. The surface of the front 

glass is the key pathway under outdoor operating conditions [25], [26]. Early in the morning the 

glass is covered with dew, which increases the conductivity significantly, while irradiance gives rise 

to PV system open-circuit/operating voltage. Under these conditions, which also happen on rainy 

days, the path resistance is mainly due to the bulk of the front glass and the encapsulation, and 

reaches the minimum value. Hence, LC increases and PID tends to form. Interestingly, surface 

soiling also has a role: it acts as a storage matrix for humidity, like a sponge, and extends the 

surface grounding period with high LC [27]. As the day goes on, irradiance makes the dew 
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evaporate, the LC path resistance takes place all over the surface of the glass and the value of this 

resistance increases significantly (the typical distance from the frame to the border cells is a few 

cm, i.e. several times larger than the thickness of the glass), leading to a halt in LC. Then, PID 

recovery takes place helped by PV module operating temperature and irradiance. During the night, 

the PV voltage is null so that PID also tends to recover even in case of dew. PID recovery during 

the day at elevated temperatures is typically more relevant than recovery during the night at low 

temperatures [28]. However, PID recovery during the night can be accelerated by reverse polarity, 

i.e. applying a positive voltage between the PV modules and the ground. This is the fundament of 

all commercial anti-PID devices [14], [23]. 

As a final result, PID will develop if its formation systematically prevails against recovery: PID will 

remain in the PV array lowering its energy production and increasing the mismatch losses, which 

may origin the formation of hot-spots. The opposite is also true: PID will simply not develop if its 

recovery prevails systematically against the formation of PID. This balance usually becomes clear 

after one year of continuous operation and depends on the intrinsic characteristics of the PV 

module technology, PV system grounding scheme and PV system operating voltage (which varies 

in practice from about 320 V, in monophasic systems connected to 230 V distribution grids, to 

1500 V, on recent large multi-megawatt PV plants). If PID continues for a long time, irreversible 

electrical corrosion might also take place [2]. 

 

2.2 PID testing and standards 

PID was detected in commercial standard PV plants in 20091. Since then, a lot of work has been 

done to develop PID-free modules. All related proposals have the attempt to increase the 

resistance of the LC pathways in common, which can be done at the cell level by selecting the 

appropriate crystal orientation [29], ARC coating [14], [30], [31] or passivation layer [32], [33]; at 

the module level, manufacturers normally use high resistive encapsulations [34]-[38] or 

alminosilicate and chemically tempered glass [39]. Along similar lines, the stress test of the PV 

modules to detect the propensity for PID formation has been carried out since 2010 [2], [14], [40]-

[43] based on different combinations of voltage, temperature and way of reducing the front glass 

conductivity: humidity or conductive foils. IEC-TS-62804-1:2015 standard tests for detecting the 

propensity for PID formation in PV modules was launched in 2015 [44] after several years of draft 

status. This technical instruction describes two different ways of testing, respectively referred to 

as the climatic chamber and the Al foil methods. In both methods, the two leads of the module are 

                                                           
1
 Available literature is not clear as regards the first news on PID in standard technology commercial plants. We, at the 

IES-UPM, detected PID in November 2008, somewhat by chance, when carrying out a routine reception trial of a 
particular PV plant located in Cadiz (Spain), within the framework of the due diligence associated to the bank financing 
of the plant. However, we could not make it public at that time, because we were under a non-disclosure agreement. 
Other researchers can probably tell similar anecdotes, so we do not dare even to suggest that we discovered PID in 
standard PV plants. Nevertheless, we mention that here for those interested in PV small history. Whatever the case, the 
first paper on PID in wafer-based standard p-type technology was published in 2010 and it states that PID was first 
detected in 2009 and the authors were the engineers of a company that was involved in the construction of the Cadiz PV 
plant in which we found PID.  
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shortened and connected to the negative terminal of a high voltage source adjusted to the 

maximum PV system voltage (normally 1000 V) while the module frame is grounded and 

connected to the positive terminal of the source. The climatic chamber method requires the 

modules to be stressed for 96 h at 60oC and 85% relative humidity. The other method is carried 

out by placing an Al sheet across the front glass surface and the module is stressed for 168 h at 

25oC.. Arguments on the real significance of the test results are still open to discussion. In fact, 

both test procedures are not comparable as the magnitude of the stress is different. Along similar 

lines, the variability of test results within a given module design reaches 60%, as revealed by a 

round-robin test among 5 laboratories [45]. Whatever the case, the correlation between the test 

results and PID-risk in the field is put into question [46], [47] because the recovery capacity is not 

addressed in these standard tests. In fact, later in this paper, a case of PV modules that failed 

these tests but have still not developed PID in the field is presented. We think this is probably very 

common. 

PID recovery capacity has also been tackled in some tests [14], [23], [48] although attempts at 

predicting the evolution of PID in the field have to date led to inconclusive results. An LC 

accumulated charge was proposed as PID indicator [49] but it was found not to be directly 

correlated with the occurrence of PID [50], [51]. Shunt resistance appears to be more correlated 

with PID [52], [53] but the practical modelling of its progression gave rise to severe difficulties as 

there is general lack of data on relative humidity across the front glass surface, which is a key 

parameter of this modelling. Moreover, the occurrence of PID even with the same brand of 

module and in the same location is far of being uniform [54], which raises doubts into the 

representativeness of the shunt resistance kinetic observed in specific module specimens and 

underlying this modelling. 

It is worth emphasizing two facts related to PID in c-Si modules. One is because the main 

parameter affected is shunt resistance, the consequent decrease in efficiency becomes particularly 

apparent at low irradiances, which has been cited to support propositions for including a criterion 

at low irradiances into the standard test protocol [55]. The other is that the probability of 

irreversible degradation is directly related to the PID period [56], [57]. 

 

3. IN-THE-FIELD PID DETECTION 

3.1. Theory and methods. 

The electrical behaviour of a PV module or a solar cell is traditionally represented by its I-V curve 
(Fig. 1a, dashed blue line), whose particular shape depends on 5 parameters: the short-circuit 
current, ISC, the open circuit voltage, VOC, the diode ideality factor, m, the series resistance, RS, and 
the shunt resistance, RSH. The last is the inverse of the I-V curve slope around the short circuit 
zone. Under normal operating conditions, the modules work close to the maximum power point, 
PMPP, which corresponds to its respective voltage values, VMPP, and current, IMPP. PID formation in 
standard c-Si modules mainly translates into a decrease in RSH, which has different effects and 
opens up possibilities for different detection procedures. 
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On the one hand, when the affected PV module is considered alone (Fig. 1a, continuous red line), 
decreasing RSH translates into a decrease in PMPP, IMPP, VMPP and the ratios IMPP/ISC and VMPP/ VOC. 
Other factors might also affect these parameters, such as shadows, hot-spots, cell cracks, etc., but 
when PID is responsible for their variation the damage caused in the affected modules has a 
characteristic pattern. Besides, modules affected by PID are normally located at one of the poles 
of the string. In case of doubt, the combination of the detection procedures explained below leads 
to the confirmation of PID occurrence [58]. Hence, measuring I-V curves and analysing some of 
these parameters represents a possible way of detecting PID. In practice, this procedure requires 
the string involved to be disconnected from the inverter and recording I-V curves of suspicious PID 
affected (close to the negative pole) and unaffected (close to the positive pole) modules with 
commercial I-V tracers. This is not really complex, but the need for disconnection implies that it 
must be done at specific moments and requires personal intervention. Continuous on-line PID 
surveillance with this procedure is excluded. Furthermore, the solar cells located at the centre of 
the PV module are less prone to developing PID than those located at the border. The explanation 
relies on the shorter distance of the latter to the PV module frame which allows a shorter 
resistance of the path for the LC between the cells and the frame. It is reflected in a characteristic 
electroluminescent (EL) image pattern of PID affected modules: it is darker at the border than in 
the centre. So, EL with conventional CCD cameras is another procedure for detecting PID since the 
pattern is easily recognized. Besides, taking EL images is not difficult to carry out but it is 
opportune to remember that EL images must be taken in the dark, which implies a certain 
practical price: dismantling modules, covering them with opaque tops or doing at night. These 
facts exclude on-line PID surveillance with this procedure. 

On the other hand, when the affected PV module is connected in series with other unaffected 
ones and the PV array is in operation, differences in RSH give rise to different operating voltages, 
VOP, lower in the affected modules than in the unaffected ones (Fig. 1b). This time, the 
corresponding PID detection procedure, based on monitoring the VOP differences between the 
modules at the extreme poles of the string, must be carried out under normal operating 
conditions (with the inverter delivering energy, the VOP of these modules can be measured with 
multimeters or dataloggers), thus allowing continuous PID surveillance. It is also easy to 
implement in practice because “T” shaped quick connectors, to connect PV modules to each other, 
are widely commercially available. Furthermore, as inhomogeneities among the cells of a same 
module and the differences in VOP can produce hot-spots, infrared (IR) images taken with 
commercial thermographic cameras can also help to detect PID on PV arrays in operation. 

Similarly, when a PV string with PID affected modules is connected in parallel with other strings 
without defective modules and the PV array is in operation, there is additional mismatch between 
the string operating currents which increases even more the array power losses. Nevertheless, for 
low degradation rates (e.g., only one single module affected by PID in the string) this mismatch 
can be inappreciable and the defect will remain hidden. To that end, the procedure based on 
monitoring VOP differences between the modules at the extreme poles of the string is a more 
suitable method to detect PID even at its early stages. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 1. (a) I-V curve of a PV module unaffected (dashed blue line) and affected by PID (continuous red 
line). The shunt resistance, Rsh, is the slope at the short-circuit point. PID reduction of Rsh 
translates into a decrease in PMPP, IMPP and VMPP between the affected (subscript ‘a’) and the 
unaffected (subscript ‘u’) PV modules when considered alone. (b) A reduction of Rsh related to PID 
translates into different operating voltages between the affected (Vop,a) and the unaffected (Vop,u) 
PV modules connected in series along the same string. The slight difference between PMPP,u and 
Pop,u represents the losses due to the maximum power point (MPP) tracking strategy of the 
inverter. 
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3.2. Results and discussion. 

Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 and Table 1 present the results of applying different PID detection procedures to a 
24-module string from a floating array at a PID-affected PV plant [58]. It is opportune to mention 
that this plant is located in Cape Verde, which lacks a specialized research PV infrastructure and 
transportation is rather difficult. The PV plant was in routine operation for two years before 
seeking IES-UPM technical assistance. The EL images in Fig. 2 were taken at midnight with a CCD 
camera (each PV module was polarized at 2 amps with a DC power supply) and show that PID only 
appears on PV modules (number 2 to 10) on the negative side of the string. The most negative PV 
module (number 1) is an exception because it was changed for a new module just before taking 
the EL images. The EL images of the PID-affected modules exhibit the aforementioned 
characteristic pattern (darker at the border). 

 
Fig. 2. Example of a PV string affected by PID. (a) PV modules numbered from negative pole –1– to 

positive pole –24–. (b) EL images of all the modules in the string. 

 

Fig. 3 shows the I-V curves of the affected and the unaffected modules (curve of unconnected 
individual modules) measured with a commercial I-V tracer. Both curves have been normalized to 
ISC and VOC in order to facilitate their visual contrast. The non-homogeneous development of PID 
among the solar cells of the same module is translated into the anomalous shaped curve clearly 
visible around the MPP for the affected module. 
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Fig. 3. Normalized IV curve of a module with no anomalies (circles) and normalized IV curve of a module 

affected by PID (crosses). 

 

Fig. 4 shows (circles) the measured maximum power extrapolated to STC, 𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃
∗  (the superscript * 

just refers to STC), of each PV module in relation to their nominal values (considered as the STC 
value of PMPP on the manufacturer’s datasheet, 𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑁𝑂𝑀

∗ ). The I-V curves have been recorded in 
10 minutes during a clear day with irradiances of between 998 and 1006 W/m2 and cell 
temperatures of between 47.4oC and 50.1oC. Then the curves have been corrected to STC 
according to IEC 60891 [59] to reduce any discrepancies between measurements due to 
differences in irradiance and cell temperature (in this particular case, as irradiance and cell 
temperature variations are very small, these discrepancies could have been negligible). Note that 
the real power of PID unaffected modules is about 7% below the nominal value, due to a 
combination of LID and poor quality control during the procurement phase. So, the decrease in 
power exclusively due to PID is close to -10% in the most affected modules. Fig. 4 also shows 
(squares) the measured VOP of all the PV modules, now connected in series under normal 
operating conditions, in relation to their nominal values (considered as the STC value of VMPP of the 
manufacturer’s datasheet,𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑁𝑂𝑀

∗ ). VOP measurements were performed within a 2 minutes 
interval and using multimeters connected directly with the “T” shaped quick connectors between 
the modules, as can be seen in Fig. 5. The outstanding point is that VOP of each module is not only 
easy to measure but it also reports with higher accuracy the effective power losses between 
operating individual modules caused by PID than 𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃

∗   or any other electrical parameter. As can 
be seen in Table 1, the actual effective power losses during operation reach -15.2% while the 

maximum difference in 𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃
∗ , 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃  and 𝐼𝑀𝑃𝑃 does not reach -10%. This is because the effective 

power losses due to PID, ΔPPID,Eff, include not only the individual power losses related to the 
phenomenon, ΔPPID,P, but also the additional mismatching losses due to connecting modules in 
series, ΔPPID,mismatch, as shows Fig. 6 for the same PV modules presented in Fig. 1b. In fact, using this 
technique allows not only a quick PID detection, before irreversible damages occur, but also to 
predict the occurrence of PID, as described in the next section. Somewhat surprisingly is that VOP 
observations are scarcely or even not mentioned in PV module reliability studies [57]. Significantly, 
the procedure of Vop measurements can be easily incorporated into on-line surveillance 
procedures.  
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Fig. 4. Peak power corrected to STC, 𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃

∗ , and operating voltage, VOP, decrease caused by PID (both 
variables are normalized). The higher differences measured on VOP reflect that this variable is a 
more sensible PID indicator than 𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃

∗ . 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. Example of “T” shaped quick connectors used to measure the VOP of modules delivering power to 

the inverter (left-side). The multimeters (right-side) show different situations: two modules 

without PID (almost same VOP, up) and one module with PID and other without PID (VOP 

difference close to 15%, down). 
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Position 𝑰𝑺𝑪
∗ (A) 𝑽𝑶𝑪

∗ (V) 𝑷𝑴𝑷𝑷
∗ (W) 

𝑰𝑴𝑷𝑷

𝑰𝑺𝑪

 
𝑽𝑴𝑷𝑷

𝑽𝑶𝑪

 
𝑷𝑴𝑷𝑷

∗

𝑷𝑴𝑷𝑷 𝑵𝑶𝑴
∗  

 𝑽𝑶𝑷

𝑽𝑴𝑷𝑷 𝑵𝑶𝑴
∗  

1 8.54 36.4 212.1 0.905 0.738 0.922 0.975 

2 8.5 36.4 204.1 0.884 0.729 0.887 0.930 

3 8.52 36.1 193.6 0.847 0.727 0.842 0.850 

4 8.52 36.3 202.7 0.877 0.732 0.881 0.906 

5 8.5 36.1 196.8 0.861 0.730 0.856 0.864 

6 8.52 36.2 201.6 0.871 0.734 0.877 0.916 

7 8.54 36.3 207 0.885 0.738 0.900 0.926 

8 8.52 36.3 204.5 0.881 0.735 0.889 0.926 

9 8.53 36.4 207.6 0.886 0.739 0.903 0.940 

10 8.51 36.5 207.8 0.893 0.734 0.903 0.923 

11 8.5 36.8 213.1 0.914 0.730 0.927 0.954 

12 8.54 36.7 212.3 0.905 0.735 0.923 0.964 

13 8.45 36.7 211.9 0.914 0.733 0.921 0.968 

14 8.47 36.8 213.7 0.918 0.731 0.929 0.975 

15 8.47 36.7 211.9 0.912 0.733 0.921 0.978 

16 8.45 36.9 213.3 0.922 0.727 0.927 0.982 

17 8.45 36.7 208.7 0.881 0.749 0.907 0.964 

18 8.49 36.8 214.1 0.917 0.732 0.931 0.982 

19 8.48 36.8 213.5 0.912 0.732 0.928 0.992 

20 8.48 36.7 212.4 0.908 0.734 0.923 0.985 

21 8.46 36.9 214.5 0.917 0.734 0.933 0.996 

22 8.54 36.8 214.9 0.910 0.734 0.934 1.002 

23 8.5 36.8 212.9 0.910 0.732 0.926 0.975 

24 8.45 36.7 212.7 0.914 0.734 0.925 0.961 

(Minimum – Maximum) / Maximum (%) -8.1 -2.9 -9.9 -15.2 

 
Table 1. Measurements taken from the 24 modules of a string affected by PID. 𝐼𝑆𝐶

∗  , 𝑉𝑂𝐶
∗  and 𝑃𝑀𝑃𝑃

∗   are 

obtained from the extrapolation of the measured I-V curves. The ratios of columns 5 and 6 can be 

calculated directly from the I-V curve measured and the ratio of column 7 is obtained from the 

extrapolated curve. The ratio related to the measured operating voltage VOP (column 8) is 

obtained without the need to switch off the system and provides the closest figure to the actual 

losses due to PID. 
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Fig. 6. P-V curves of two modules (PID unaffected: blue dashed line; PID affected: red continuous line). 
The effective power reduction due to PID, ΔPPID,Eff, has two components: the PID power losses 
which directly affect to the PV module, ΔPPID,P, and the additional power losses related to the 
mismatch caused by PID, ΔPPID,mismatch. The slight difference between PMPP,u and Pop,u represents 
the losses due to the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) strategy of the inverter. 

 

4. IN-THE-FIELD PID PREDICTION 

4.1. Theory and methods. 

A PV plant located in the southern hemisphere began its operation in February 2015 and was 

bought by an investment fund in December of the same year. The plant, made up of PV arrays 

operating at floating voltage, had not shown particular PID symptoms thus far, although a set of 4 

PV modules failed in the climatic chamber IEC-62804 test during the quality checks required by the 

buyer. Observed degradations of 10.4%, 77.8%, 89.1% and 92.1% gave rise to a suspicion that PID 

would develop in the future and the IES-UPM technical advisory was asked to mediate in the 

discussion. Inspired by several PID-related experiments which considered the operating conditions 

at the site [40] and adopting the aforementioned VOP-PID relationship, the in-the-field evolution of 

the VOP on a sample of 11 modules with previous artificially induced PID (by means of the climatic 

chamber IEC-62804 procedure) was monitored. These modules were installed at the negative 

extreme of 11 strings and anti-PID devices, applying 600 V during the night, were also installed in 6 

of these strings (those in italic in Table 2). The VOP of the two modules at the extremes of each 

string were recorded manually at about midday and once a week, for four months –September to 

December 2016– the humid season. Because the current is constant for all the modules of the 

same string, the relative difference between the operating voltages of the extreme modules,   

ΔVOP = (𝑉𝑂𝑃
− − 𝑉𝑂𝑃

+ )/𝑉𝑂𝑃
+ , is interpreted as a reasonable measure of effective PID-degradation. So, 
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considering that the module installed in the negative pole of the string is affected by PID and the 

one installed in the positive pole is unaffected ΔVOP = (𝑉𝑂𝑃,𝑎 − 𝑉𝑂𝑃,𝑢)/𝑉𝑂𝑃,𝑢. 

 

4.2. Results and discussion. 

Table 2 and Fig. 7 show the experimental results.Note that in Table 2 power losses at column 2 

and at columns 3 to 19 cannot be compared directly because are different quantities. Column 2 

shows ΔPPID,P while the remaining columns show ΔPPID,P+ΔPPID,mismatch. In order to properly interpret 

these values, it must be considered that the operating voltage of the PV modules is oscillating 

continuously due to the MPP search of the inverter, as shown in Fig. 8. The amplitude of the 

oscillation is larger in the PV modules affected by PID, ΔVMPP,a, than in the unaffected ones, ΔVMPP,u. 

Therefore, the differences between ΔVOP of unaffected and PID affected PV modules also oscillate 

continuously. In other words, ΔVOP is affected by a relatively high-frequency component acting as 

noise that limits the significance of the individual readings (mainly in the case of manual records in 

the absence of synchronization, which leads to meaningless records, like those which give rise to 

negative slopes in the evolution of ΔVOP values as observed in Fig. 7). As time integration 

effectively reduces the noise, the corresponding long-term evolution is significant. Hence, the 

relevant result here is that all the PV modules, except 1 and 7, are evolving positively (a decrease 

in PID degradation), showing that PID recovery is greater than PID formation and the occurrence 

of PID occurrence can, in principle, be excluded at the plant. It also helps to explain why PID has 

not occurred during the first two years of the PV plant operation and also why the risk of future 

occurrence is very low. 

The two module exceptions correspond to a 97% (module 1) and 95% (module 7) initially induced 

power loss, which seems far from representing real situations in the field. Moreover, the 

behaviour of these modules is likely affected by the bypass diodes, which causes the modules to 

short-circuit. As the degradation remains below a certain threshold, it avoids observing a possible 

positive evolution. In fact, this seems to be the case for module 7 which shows a positive evolution 

from the third month of the experiment. Unfortunately, the experiment was interrupted when the 

vendor and the buyer of the plant reached a final agreement. 
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ΔPPID,P 

𝚫𝑽𝐎𝐏 =
𝑽𝐎𝐏

− − 𝑽𝐎𝐏
+

𝑽𝐎𝐏
+  (%) 

WEEK 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

1 -97 -94 -95 -94 -95 -97 -97 -97 -100 -97 -94 -100 -100 -97 -86 -97 -100 -100 

2 -92 -41 -61 -41 -44 -38 -35 -34 -26 -35 -15 -19 -17 -16 -5 -6 -17 -21 

3 -89 -74 -84 -77 -61 -72 -74 -76 -59 -74 -48 -59 -58 -64 -4 -47 -54 -57 

4 -53 -31 -5 -4 -30 -28 -30 -22 -14 -27 -6 -13 -11 -12 -6 -3 -11 -10 

5 -10 0 -1 -1 5 1 3 -3 2 4 0 0 -2 1 1 0 0 3 

6 -16 9 9 7 5 7 7 10 5 9 1 10 8 2 4 9 8 11 

7 -95 -100 -100 -100 -100 -100 -100 -97 -92 -100 -86 -84 -85 -88 -70 -66 -81 -81 

8 -11 6  4 4 4 6 5 3 5 5 3 3 2 0 4 4 10 

9 -15 6 1 3 8 1 5 4 5 7 -8 10 11 7 4 6 10 10 

10 -78 -48 -58 -43 -75 -41 -40 -39 -20 -42 -56 -16 -14 -17 -42 -2 -22 -21 

11 -10 6 5 7 5 8 8 6 4 7 -5 6 6 5 6 5 8 8 

 
Table 2. Operating voltage difference (%) between two PV modules located at the extremes of 11 strings 

of the PV plant being studied (PID unaffected module at positive pole, laboratory PID degraded 

module at the negative pole). First column indicates the number of the string. Second column, 

ΔPPID,P, contains the decrease in power of the modules previously degraded in laboratory PID 

testing. Rows in italic –1 to 6– are related to the strings connected to an inverter with an anti-PID 

device. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Evolution of the operating voltage difference, ΔVOP, between the two extreme modules of the 11 
strings being studied. 
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Fig. 8. I-V curves of an unaffected (dashed blue line) and a PID affected (continuous red line) module. 

The MPP are marked for each module. It is assumed that the affected module is connected in 
series with a large number of unaffected ones and the resulting string is connected to an inverter 
able to impose the MPP. Because of the disproportion between the number of defective and non-
defective modules, the operating current of the whole string is close to that corresponding to the 
MPP of the unaffected modules. Signal “ΔIMPP” (green sinusoid) represents the current oscillations 
around the operating current as a result of the MPP tracking strategy of the inverter. Signal 
“ΔVMPP,u” (blue sinusoid) and “ΔVMPP,a” (red sinusoid) represent the corresponding voltage 
oscillations related to that current oscillations for the unaffected and the affected modules. 
Voltage excursions are clearly greater in the module affected by PID. 

 

Two other results deserve further comment. On the one hand, the differences observed in the 

degradation between the output of the PID induction process and the beginning of the in-the-field 

experiment (columns “PID degradation…” and “WEEK 1” in Table 2) reflect the natural PID 

recovery during the three weeks the modules were kept in the dark for transportation from the 

laboratory to the plant. On the other hand, Fig. 9 distinguishes between the modules (a) with and 

(b) without anti-PID devices. The number of degraded samples connected to inverters without 

anti-PID devices is low (only 2), but it seems that recovery in both cases is similar. It would be 

needed testing more modules in both situations to stablish if anti-PID devices are useful in this 

case.  

It should be emphasized that this method using modules with previously artificially induced PID is 

valid but has limited statement. Results are only representative for the investigated module-type 

and location. In case of positive evolution, i.e. PID recovery, an appropriate PID resistivity can be 

verified. However, if the module does not recover or degrades further it is not sure that an intact 

module without artificially induced PID will show PID during its service life. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 9. Evolution of the operating voltage difference, ΔVOP, between the two extreme modules of the 11 
strings being studied. (a) Modules with anti-PID devices. (b) Modules without anti-PID devices. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

PID has been reviewed by focusing on its kinetics in PV plants made up of standard c-Si modules at 

floating voltage arrays. PID is due to the leakage currents, which transport Na+ ions present in the 

soda-lime front glass to the active layers of the cells, between negatively-polarized cells and the 

grounded module frame. The PID formation process is particularly significant in the early morning 

when the front glass is covered with dew, which increases the conductivity of the path of the 

leakage currents. Later, irradiance makes dew evaporate, thus decreasing conductivity and PID 

recovery takes place aided by the increase in temperature and irradiance. The final in-the-field 

occurrence of PID depends on the balance between PID formation and recovery forces, which 

depends not only on the characteristics of the PV module but also on the climatic conditions of the 

location. Current standards addressing PID in PV modules only consider PID formation but not PID 

recovery processes, so the in-the-field occurrence of PID remains an open question. 

Two in-the-field PID-related experiences into commercial PV plants have been presented as 

experimental support for two different propositions. On the one hand, the comparison of the 

module voltage during normal operating conditions at the two extremes of the same string is 

proposed as a particularly suitable method for detecting PID. It is easy to carry out and not only 

provides a clearer evidence of PID occurrence, but also a more accurate way to quantify the 

effective power losses caused by this phenomenon in the modules affected. Besides, it is also 

susceptible to on-line implementation for continuous PID surveillance, which is important for 

detecting PID before irreversible electrochemical corrosion takes place. On the other hand, the 

monitoring and analysis of the in-the-field PID evolution in modules with previously artificially 

induced PID, once installed in the negative pole of the PV arrays at the location concerned, is 

proposed as a method for predicting the long-term occurrence of PID. Positive evolution 

(increases in power) is interpreted as the predominance of PID recovery over PID formation 

processes suggesting that PID will not occur. 
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